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Abstract — The use of grid computing has been successfully
applied in many areas of computationally intensive
applications including scientific research, bioinformatics,
weather prediction and other topics. Rapidly growing
wireless devices such as cellular phones, PDA, notebooks,
tablet PCs, handheld devices force us to prepare new
applications based on globally prepared standards such as
OGSI/OGSA or WSRF for wireless grids. In this paper, we
implement client/server applications based on WSRF.NET.
The server application manages clients and gives them all
required data and algorithm and schedule tasks based on
client resources such as CPU power or memory/storage
capacity.
Keywords — Wireless Grid, WLAN Grid.

I. INTRODUCTION
RID computing consists of heterogeneous computing
platforms sharing their resources for a common goal.
Grid computing originally employed for processing of
massive amounts of data such as weather prediction,
bioinformatics, cosmos signal computations and other
topics. In grid networks, resources are distributed
geographically. Any nodes in grid has its own resources
and the heterogeneous nature of grid, required a system
for managing nodes and scheduling jobs.
In traditional grids, each node connected to other
nodes using wired network. Today by growing amount of
wireless devices, connections made by WLAN or other
wireless technologies such as WiMAX, GPRS, UMTS and
so on. Wireless grid has many similarities to the
traditional grids; however they must follow common
protocols and standards that communication between
wired and wireless nodes can be done without any
problem.
Wireless grid has many similarities with wired grids
but there are some challenges we faced. Wireless nodes
enter to/leave from network frequently that extend their
distributed nature and have restrictions in processing
power, memory, storage capacity, battery life and
bandwidth [1]-[3]. The nodes that created wired grid are
generally stationary and connected through cable/fiber
based networks, devices in wireless grid, are generally
viewed as their simple movements and mobilities.
Wireless grids could be used for various applications
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and purposes that we can group them into three main
categories [2], [4], [5]:
a) Computational grids (clients focuses on
computations. They get data and the functions that
must be applied on them and get back results)
b) Sensor grids that must gather information/data
from the environment using their sensors. They
have little processing power and only do simple
processing on raw data. Server has this duty to
filter unusable data and process informative data.
c) Data grids that its task is data sharing between
nodes.
This paper introduces a software implementation of
latest standard of grid (WSRF) using Microsoft .NET
Framework and SQL Server 2008 as database server for
storing state of web services, job definitions, job progress,
client management and other required stuffs. The
software focuses on the first type of grid. In other hand
clients process incoming data and get back results. So the
software does not suitable for other types.
Later sections describe the features of the software that
distinguished it from previous works. In brief we can say:
a) Sending job progress (how much process
successfully done) from clients to server
asynchronously.
b) Job scheduling based on node capabilities
(processing power, storage, bandwidth, battery life)
c) Nodes can be enter/leave the network as much as
they want. This will not disturb progress of entire
work.
The result shows that by growing the number of devices
that contribute to process, time of progress will be
decrease.
II. RELATED WORKS
A number of research, projects and papers are dealing
with wireless grids. In [2] the authors use middleware
approach to provide peer-to-peer operation but the
approach does not use widely used OGSA/OGSI standard.
In [6], [7] Humphrey and his colleagues proposed an
implementation of OGSI based grid using .NET
Framework. As we expected, the architecture used in
OGSI.NET uses web services for communication between
clients and server. Humphrey also has another
implementation that integrates mobile devices into Legion
grid computing system [10].
Gonzalez-Castano employed mobile devices into
Condor as client front-end for job submission and job
querying to traditional grid networks [9].
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In [8] authors used proxy-based architecture to allow
the utilization of various mobile devices in the form of a
single virtual cluster. In their approach, instead of
building the underlying platform with an exhaustive set of
features, they created a lightweight platform with
minimal features. Like the previous one, their approach
didn't follow OGSI [11] or WSRF rules.

1 shows flow graph of our implementation.

III. DESIGN GOALS
Before describing our work in depth, we outline goals
and requirements. First of all, we wished to provide a new
platform based on latest open standard. In this way, we
choose WSRF [12]. WSRF as new generation of grid
standard has features that are absent in previous releases
of OGSI. The most are:
a) Notification. Notification is a way for server to
find how progress of assigned task goes on. By
notification service, client reports status of work
to server periodically.
b) Service attributes
c) Security issues
Second the desired architecture should implement a
platform for better incorporating of wireless devices as
well as supporting traditional non wireless devices and
networks (such as servers and workstations).
Third, the architecture should operate on most
hardware devices not only smart phones or PDAs. (We
focused on devices that support Windows CE or Windows
XP Embedded as well as other Windows based machines
that run .NET Framework).
Fourth, the platform must address the restrictions of
wireless devices. In other hand it must be cover issues that
related only to wireless/mobile devices such as network
connectivity, availability, absence/presence of device in
network, issues related to energy (battery life), signal
quality and bandwidth, processing power, storage
(RAM/Disk), network latency and so on.
After identifying design goals, we translated goals to
requirements. First communication between devices must
be implemented using open and widely used protocols.
The preferred mechanism is Open Grid Services
Infrastructure (OGSI) and its recent developments WSRF
[8], [9]. We implement our software on top of .NET
framework and Web Service Enhancement (WSE 3.0)
released by Microsoft. Combining .NET Framework
classes and WSE, cuts down developing time and increase
productivity.
IV. ARCHITECTURE
In respect with Globus toolkit, the main goal of
designing WSRF was implementing service state. WSRF
is based on OGSI with a little difference that there is no
need to change anything when using web service tools
and is very close with today web service standards [13].
Our software implementation uses WSRF.NET that is
based on .NET Framework and ASP.NET. So from server
perspective we need IIS as web server (any open source or
close source software application that can compile
ASP.NET assemblies, can be used as web server). Figure

Fig. 1. Flow graph of implementation
As seen in figure 1, requests forwarded to ISAPI filter
by IIS and if the request is calling a web service, it
redirects to desired web service and if this web service is
type of WSRF, all required data will be saved or retrieved
from WS-Resource.
WS-Resources defined in WSRF as stateful resources.
Stateful means state of resources saved between web
service calls [13]. Saving state of resources will be done
using SQL Server as database server.
From developers point of view stateful resources could
be implemented using simple attributes that embed in
code. The attribute is [Resource] that must be writing
before defining resource variable.
V. IMPLEMENTED SOFTWARE
In this paper, we want to propose a WSRF.NET based
software for running on wireless devices. Based on this
assumption, the software must comply with following:
a) Discover wireless nodes and based on their
capabilities, assigns tasks.
b) Coordinates unlimited number of clients and
asynchronously get progress of completion of job
c) Supporting enter/leave of wireless devices
So software must enable hybrid wired/wireless devices
to share their computational resources in order to solve a
resource intensive task. In this way, task broke into sub
tasks and using a job scheduling mechanism, forwarded to
registered devices. Devices start computing algorithm on
data sent by server. Any progress of completion of sub
tasks, get backs to server by WS-Notification.
The software package has three parts:
a) Grid server that has duty of scheduling jobs, storing
state of web services, storing results get backed from
clients and managing clients. Server is implemented
based on WSRF.NET and using ASP.NET (C#.NET).
Data is stored in SQL Server 2008. The server has no
GUI and contains only web services that used by clients.
b) Grid client that presents itself to server gets
required data and information from server and do
computing tasks. After completing task, gets back results
to server. We implemented the client in two versions, one
with GUI and one without GUI (an application that runs
in background, like a service in Windows). The GUI
version gives us better view of work progress and control.
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The client could be run simultaneously on various
devices. Tasks are defined by server and assigned to
clients. Managing the clients will be done by server.
c) Server monitor that represent progress of whole the
task. So we can see how clients work, how many clients
participate, how much of work is done, how much time is
spent for every task and so on. Server monitor is used to
present graphical statistics of sub tasks and state of
clients. It extracts all stored parameters from database.
VI. PROBLEM STATEMENT
For having better view of how software solves the
problem, we define computing prime numbers between
one and one hundred million. For this reason, the range
divided into sub ranges and every sub range sends to free
client. After computation, results sent back by client to
server. Results saved in database for further usage.
Before doing any task, client must register itself to
server. Registration will be done by sending valid
username/password to server. Administrator of system
must define all username/password of clients in database.
After successful authentication, server lists client as free
and if any sub task is ready for submission, it schedules it
for client.
Figure 2 shows a client during computation. In the first
tab, server name, task ID, number sub range and progress
of task can be seen.

participation of every client while working on
whole task.
- Third chart (right down) shows number of tasks
that completed successfully by any client. Axis x is
number of tasks.
Remember that because of difference of capabilities
(processing power, bandwidth, battery life, storage, …) in
clients, the time required for completing task is differ
from client to client. So in the first chart, time of every
task is differing from other. Weaker devices spent more
time to complete the task and stronger devices spent less.
One of advantages of the software is clients can enter
or leave in grid while server and other clients are
computing. So as soon as entering a client to grid and
authenticated by server, new task can be assigned to it.

Fig. 3. Statistics tab (every task duration – top – percent
of participation of every client – left down – and number
tasks completed by every client – right down)
VII. TASK SCHEDULING PARAMETERS
As server decides to assign tasks to clients, it can be
done intelligently to increase performance of computation
and productivity. In order to do this, server can assign a
ranking number to each client and pick the best client
when a new task is ready to assign. The server also can
reject any client that its rank is below of predefined
threshold. So poor clients will be rejected or forwarded to
end of queue.

Fig. 2. Client in middle of computing
Second tab is used for setting username and password
as well as IP address and port of client for bidirectional
communication (notification).
As described in section V, server has no GUI. For this
reason, we implemented GUI based software that shows
graphical statistics of whole task, clients, time of every
sub task and so on. In addition of showing online clients
(those who login successfully to server), software shows
scheduled tasks, their ID and clients that run the tasks.
First tab of server is used for listing online clients and
showing notifications/messages of clients, including
scheduled task, client request and client delivery of task.
Second tab is consisting of parameters of task. For
example the range of numbers that prime numbers must
be computed, step of computation and pointer of current
task. The third tab shows three graphical statistics (Fig 3):
- The time that is spent for every sub task in
millisecond. Axis x is task ID and axis y is time.
- Second chart (left down) shows percent of

Table 1. Effective parameters for determining rank of clients
Parameter

Direct/
Inverse

Normal
Value

w1

w2

w3

D
D
D
D
D
D

1 GHz
1 GB
100GB
1 mb/s
%100
2 Hour

10
10
4
5
5
10

3
10
7
5
10
10

3
10
10
10
10
10

Processing Power
Storage (RAM)
Storage (HDD)
Bandwidth
Signal Strength
Battery Life Time
Enter/Leave
frequency into grid
Availability
Connectivity

I

1

10

3

10

D
D

10
10

3
3

10
10

Latency (Ping)

I

%100
%100
300
ms

3

3

10

Table 1 shows effective parameters for computing rank.
There are two types of parameters: parameters that have
direct relation to increase performance and parameters
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that have inverse relation. The weight of a parameter for
computing rank of client depends on type of grid. So we
defined w1, w2 and w3 as weight of every parameter for
computational grids, sensor grids and data utility grids.
Weights are numbers between 1 (least important) and 10
(most important). Values of weights are our suggestion
and may be changed in different applications. Also
normal values for parameter can be set by grid
administrator; however rank computation follows above
rule. For determining rank of clients, server must
normalized parameter values of any client. Formula (1-1)
is used for normalizing:
Normalized _ Parameter

Parameter _ Value
Normal _ Parameter

availability and signal strength and inverse relation with
frequency of enter/leave to/from grid and latency.
The software is based on WSRF and we implemented
interesting features like WS-Notification, WS-Resource
Properties, WS-ResourceLifeTime and WS-ServiceGroup.
We will implement WS-BaseFaults in next release. Our
future works are around below items:
- Using open standards for multicore processing
such as OpenMP on Mobile devices
- Implementing proxy based approach for devices
that use other wireless technologies such as GPRS,
GSM data link, Ad hoc networks and so on.

(1)

Then:

¦ ( NP )W
¦W
i
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i

(2)

i

From (2) rank of client can be determined. Here is an
example. Rank of a client with following parameters for a
computational grid is as follow:
Processing Power = 3.0 GHz
NP=3
RAM = 4 GB
NP=4
HDD = 100 GB
NP=1
Bandwidth = 56 kb/s
NP=0.05
Signal Strength = %75
NP=0.75
Battery Life Time = 75 min
NP=0.625
Enter/Leave frequency = 15
NP=15 (I)
Availability = %50
NP=0.5
Connectivity = %50
NP=0.5
Latency (ping) = 600 msec
NP=2 (I)
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VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For evaluating the performance, we test performance
on various machines. For this reason we choose range of
20,000 and 50,000 numbers for every step. Figure 4
shows results. As expected, by increasing number of
participants, time of computing will be decreased.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we presented an implementation of
WSRF based server and client to distribute process on
various machines. The software consists of several parts
that some them are used for computing and others used
for monitoring and getting real time statistics of
participants in grid. For having a better view of
capabilities of clients that candidate to participate, we
suggested a formula to determine rank of client. Based on
rank of client and type of the grid, server decides to
employ or reject the client. The parameters for ranking
are listed in table 1. The importance of parameters is
determined respect to the application that runs in grid.
The software has this ability to employs as many as
clients however time of computing whole task has direct
relation with some parameters including processing
power, storage, bandwidth, battery life time, connectivity,

Fig. 4. Performance evaluation for two different steps
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